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ABSTRACT

Generating accurate and robust classification maps from hy-
perspectral imagery (HSI) depends on the users choice of the
classifiers and input data sources. Choosing the appropri-
ate classifier for a problem at hand is a tedious task. Mul-
tiple classifier system (MCS) combines the relative merits of
the various classifiers to generate robust classification maps.
However, the presence of inaccurate classifiers may degrade
the classification performance of MCS. In this paper, we pro-
pose a unsupervised classifier selection strategy to select an
appropriate subset of accurate classifiers for the multiple clas-
sifier combination from a large pool of classifiers. The exper-
imental results with two HSI show that the proposed classifier
selection method overcomes the impact of inaccurate classi-
fiers and increases the classification accuracy significantly.

Index Terms— Hyperspectral image classification, Mul-
tiple classifier system, Classifier selection, Classifier combi-
nation, Ensemble learning

1. INTRODUCTION

Supervised image classification is employed to translate the
pixel information into a useful information in the form of
a classification map. The high dimensionality, Hughes phe-
nomena are the well-known limitations which affect the clas-
sification performance of hyperspectral imagery (HSI) [1].
Furthermore, the choice of the classification method plays a
significant role in determining the accuracy of the resulting
classification map.

With the plethora of classifiers available in the literature,
finding an appropriate classifier for a given problem is always
a challenging and time consuming task. It is established that
there is no single best classifier which is optimal across all
the datasets and applications. Therefore, human expert in-
volvement and pre-image classification tasks are necessary to
identify the optimal classifier.

Recently, MCS has proven to be an effective strategy for
generating accurate and robust classification map for HSI [2–
4]. MCS generates a large pool of classifiers and combines
the decision values of these numerous classifiers in an effec-
tive manner to generate accurate classification map. However,

the presence of inaccurate classifiers may degrade the classi-
fication performance of MCS and the resulting classification
accuracy might not be better than the best individual classi-
fier. In order to alleviate this, a subset of reasonably accurate
classifiers is selected from a large of pool classifiers known as
classifier selection or ensemble selection [5, 6]. Sparse opti-
mization approach, and the joint accuracy and diversity mea-
sures are employed to select the subset of classifiers for HSI
classification [7, 8]. In these studies, the criteria for selecting
the classifiers are dependent on the evaluation measures of the
training samples.

Evaluating the classifier using training accuracy measure-
ment is not recommended, since the training samples do not
provide a fair global representation of HSI, especially when
a very limited number of training samples is available. This
calls for the development of classifier selection strategies in
an unsupervised fashion. Though MCS has been extensively
studied in remote sensing [3], only few attempts have been
made in studying classifier selection strategies [7, 8] and so
far no attempt has been reported to develop classifier selec-
tion approach in an unsupervised manner for HSI classifica-
tion. In this paper, we propose such an approach to select
the subset of accurate classifiers in MCS for effective HSI
classification. The proposed unsupervised classifier selection
approach is developed based on the minimum energy frame-
work.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

In this section, we first present the generation of multiple clas-
sifier system and the classifiers employed in this study, and
later we present the proposed method.

Let Ψ = {ψ1, ψ2, . . . , ψL} be the base classifiers forming
a MCS, and each classifier ψl, l = 1, 2, . . . , L be a function
ψl : χ → Ω from an input space χ ⊆ Rd to a set of class
labels Ω = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωM} (d is the number of bands in
HSI, and M is the number of classes). For any given x ∈
χ, classifier ψl produces a vector of probability scores P =
[Pl1, Pl2, . . . , PlM ] and x is assigned to the class which has
the maximum probability (decision) value. For the MCS to be
successful, the base classifiers forming MCS has to commit
different types of error in their predictions.



2.1. Random Subspace Method

Random subspace method (RSM) is a popular ensemble gen-
eration technique to generate multiple input data sources from
a single input data, and thus creating diversity among the base
classifiers in the MCS [4]. RSM randomly selects a subset of
features from the original spectral bands L times, where L
is the number of base classifiers in the ensemble. In order
to introduce good diversity between each subspace, it is rec-
ommended to select

√
d number of features in each subspace.

Each input data source generated from the RSM is returned as
the input to the supervised learning algorithm ψ. In order to
obtain the final classification results, the base classifiers deci-
sion values or probabilistic scores are combined using three
popular combination functions such as majority voting (MV),
Bayesian average (Avg), and product (Prod) in the MCS [9].

Support vector machine (SVM) [10], and extreme learn-
ing machine (ELM) [11] are used as the learning algorithms
in the RSM. The minimum number of hidden neurons (100
hidden neurons) are used with the ELM classifier to introduce
more bias among the base classifiers.

2.2. Proposed Unsupervised Classifier Selection Ap-
proach

To mitigate the negative impact of inaccurate classifiers in
multiple classifier combination, here we develop a novel clas-
sifier selection method for the MCS in the framework of HSI
classification.

The proposed unsupervised classifier selection (UCS)
method is based on the calculation of the energy term re-
lated to the classification results. It is reasonable to assume
that the accurate classifiers will always have a minimum en-
ergy. More specifically, the proposed method builds upon
two following assumptions: (a) the accurate classifiers will
have good spatial consistency among the neighbours. In
other words, the neighbouring pixels will belong to the same
class and we call this energy as the spatial energy (SE); (b)
the probability of correct classification will be sufficiently
greater than the probability of incorrect classification. That
is, P (ωi

x ) � P (
ωj

x ),∀i 6= j (ωi is the correct label for x),
and we call this energy as the potential energy (PE). There-
fore, the classifier selection problem is modeled as computing
the energy of the base classifiers and selecting the subset of
appropriate classifiers which have the minimum energy. The
energy of the base classifiers is calculated as follows.
The spatial energy is given by

SEl =

T∑
i=1

∑
j∈N(x)

(1− δ(ωi, ωj)), l = 1, . . . , L. (1)

The spectral energy is given by

PEl =

T∑
i=1

−log(P (ωi/xi)), l = 1, . . . , L, (2)

and the combined spatial and spectral energy is given by

CEl = PEl + SEl, l = 1, . . . , L. (3)

T is the total number of pixels in the HSI, δ(a, b) = 1
when a = b, and P (ωi/xi) is the posterior probability of
the pixel xi ∈ ωi. The energies are sorted and the first K
classifiers are selected as the appropriate classifiers for the
classifier combination.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Experimental Datasets

In order to study the potential of the proposed unsupervised
classifier selection method for HSI classification, we adopted
two benchmark HSI with different land cover settings.

Pavia University: The first hyperspectral dataset was col-
lected over the University of Pavia by the ROSIS sensor. The
image contains 610 × 340 pixels with high spatial resolution
of 1.3 m/pixel and 103 spectral channels. Nine classes are
presented in the image and ground truth reference map con-
tains 42,776 labeled pixels.

Indian Pines: The second hyperspectral image used was
collected by the AVIRIS sensor over the Indian pines site in
Northwestern Indiana. This image contains 145 × 145 pix-
els with the spatial resolution of 20 m/pixel and 200 spectral
channels. It consists of sixteen land cover classes and ground
truth reference map contains 10,249 labeled pixels.

3.2. Experimental Design

From the available ground truth reference samples, we ran-
domly choose 20 samples per class for training and remaining
samples are used for testing. The experiments are repeated
five times, and the reported accuracy measurements in Sec.
3.3 are averaged over the five runs. In the MCS, we generated
50 base classifiers or ensembles (L = 50). The parameters
of the SVM classifier C (cost function) and γ (band width
parameter of the Gaussian Radial basis function) are both au-
tomatically tuned by 10 fold cross-validation from the range
of
[
2−5, 215

]
, and

[
2−15, 25

]
respectively. The parameter γ

of the ELM classifier is also tuned in a similar manner. The
experiments are conducted independently with SVM as a base
classifier, and ELM as a base classifier in the MCS.

3.3. Results and Discussion

3.3.1. MCS with SVM as a base classifier

Table 1 summaries the classification accuracies (mean accu-
racy and standard devidation) for both datasets when SVM
classifier is used as the base classifier in the MCS. The clas-
sification accuracy of the proposed classifier selection (UCS-
CF) method is compared with random forest classifier (RF)



Table 1: Classification results when SVM is used as the base classifier in the MCS. The numbers in the brackets indicate the
selected number of classifiers (NC) by the proposed UCS method.

Image RF FB BIC MCS-CF ET(NC) UCS-CF
MV Avg Prod MV Avg Prod

Indian Pines 56.24±1.8 52.88±3 55.63±4 55.15±2.8 55.99±3.3 56.20±3.3 SE(3) 57.29±3.9 58.41±4 58.51±4
PE(7) 59.29±3.6 60.36±3.9 60.60±3.9

SE+PE(1) 60.34±4.4 60.34±4,4 60.34±4.4

Pavia University 64.51±3.8 73.35±3.4 71.25±3.7 71.18±2.7 71.25±2.7 71.30±2.7 SE(32) 71.00±3.3 71.07±3 71.14±3
PE(2) 76.05±1 73.53±2.3 73.55±2.3

SE+PE(32) 71.12±3.1 71.18±2.8 71.26±2.8

(a)

(b) (c)

Fig. 1: Indian Pines image. (a) Ground truth reference map
and legends. (b) SVM-MCS-CF classification map. (c) SVM-
UCS-CF classification map

(a) (b)

Fig. 2: Indian Pines image. (a) ELM-MCS-CF classification
map. (b) ELM-UCS-CF classification map

[12], fullband classification (FB) [10,11], best individual clas-
sifier (BIC), and combination of all the classifiers in the MCS
(MCS-CF) [4]. In the classifier selection, we have evaluated
the three versions of energy term (ET), see Eqns. 1-3.

As seen from Tab. 1, the results are coherent for both
images. The proposed UCS-CF yields significantly higher
classification accuracies when compared with the baseline ap-
proaches. For Indian Pines, the classification accuracy is im-
proved by 4-5% when compared with MCS-CF, BIC, RF, and
by 7.7% with FB classification respectively. Similarly, for
Pavia University , there exists a 2-5% improvement when
compared with MCS-CF and BIC, 3% with FB classification,
and 11% with RF classification.

It is interesting to see that there is no significant accuracy
difference between the BIC and MCS-CF. The presence of in-
accurate classifiers (and possibly redundant classifiers) might
be the reason for this phenomenon and as a result MCS-CF
does not yield expected improvement in classification accu-
racy. This observation emphasizes the significance of our pro-
posed method in the MCS framework.

3.3.2. MCS with ELM as the base classifier

Table 2 summarizes the classification accuracies (mean ac-
curacy and standard deviation) when ELM is used as the base
classifier. As observed with Tab. 1, the proposed UCS-CF has
yielded highest classification accuracy for both images when
compared with baseline approaches. The proposed UCS-CF
improved classification accuracy by 5% when compared with
MCS-CF and RF, 10% with BIC, and 35% with FB classifi-
cation for the Indian Pines image.

The comparison of Tab. 1 and Tab. 2 reveals some in-
teresting observations. On contrary to Tab. 1, there is a sig-
nificant accuracy difference between BIC and MCS-CF. This
states that ELM classifier with minimum number of hidden
neurons creates more diversity among the base classifiers than
the SVM classifier in the MCS. The accuracy of the FB classi-
fication and BIC is lower with ELM classifier when compared
to the SVM classifier, but the UCS-CF in Tab. 2 has provided
higher classification accuracies than in Tab. 1. Furthermore,
The classification accuracies with ELM classifier have small
variations compared to accuracies with SVM classifier.



Table 2: Classification results when ELM is used as the base classifier in the MCS. The numbers in the brackets indicate the
selected number of classifiers (NC) by the proposed UCS method.

Image FB BIC MCS-CF ET(NC) USC-CF
MV Avg Prod MV Avg Prod

Indian Pines 26.39±1.5 51.03±4.1 55.70±1.2 56.58±0.9 56.72±0.8 SE(7) 59.74±1.4 61.60±1.3 61.69±1.3
PE(9) 59.94±1.5 60.60±1.1 60.79±1

SE+PE(7) 59.74±1.4 61.60±1.3 61.69±1.3

University 58.10±1.8 67.29±2.3 75.83±1.97 75.87±1.94 75.75±1.97 SE(16) 76.53±1.2 76.55±1.8 76.48±1.7
PE(23) 76.17±2.1 76.33±1.9 76.23±1.9

SE+PE(16) 76.53±1.9 76.55±1.8 76.48±1.7

Figures. 1(b-c), and 2 compare the classification maps
of MCS-CF and UCS-CF for the Indian Pines image. It can
be seen that the UCS-CF yielded better quality classification
maps. Furthermore, we have evaluated the impact of three
energy terms (ET). Higher classification accuracies are ob-
tained with PE in Tab. 1 and on the other hand there is no
huge difference among different energy terms in Tab. 2. The
joint energy term does not provide any additional information
to classifier selection, thus the selected classifiers are similar
to SE term. The analysis of Fig. 1(b) and 2 (a) reveals that
most of base classifiers (SVM) misclassifies the entire region
of particular classes (for e.g. soybeans-mintill), and thus hav-
ing minimum SE. This might be the reason for the inferior
performance of SE term with SVM classifier in 1. Further-
more, the obtained improvement in classification accuracy by
the proposed method is achieved with few number of selected
classifiers. This proves that the combining few classifiers is
better than all.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we addressed the problem of classifier selec-
tion in the framework of multiple classifier system for HSI
classification. We presented a new unsupervised classifier se-
lection method based on the minimum energy framework to
select a subset of reasonably accurate classifiers for the mul-
tiple classifier combination. We generated two types of MCS,
one with the SVM as a base classifier and another with ELM
as a base classifier. The experimental results on two hyper-
spectral images showed that the subset of classifiers selected
by our proposed method outperformed all the baseline ap-
proaches. Furthermore, we showed that ELM classifier with a
minimum number of hidden neurons has appealing properties
in the MCS with respect to SVM classifier.
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